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BANKRUPTCY ANALYSIS

Chapter 7 - wipes the slate clean

 Did the cause of action exist at the time of the bankruptcy petition filing?

  Date of implant Date of injury   Date of Recalls
  Date of ingestion Date injury discovered Date of FDA Dear Dr. Letter

  Was omission from schedule of assets deliberate bad faith or innocent mistake?

  Any exemptions? 

Chapter 13 - repayment plan; usually not 100% repayment, but sometimes it is

  Debtor remains in possession of assets
  Was the settlement received before the Chapter 13 discharge?
  Trustees usually only want the net settlement amount

JURISDICTION, JURISDICTION, JURISDICTION

  The judges and trustees have their own quirks and preferences; not always the same game
  The law can vary - e.g. bad faith/good faith omission

Common Problems

  Waiting for medical lien resolution so we can get final numbers to trustees
  Pre-settlement loans - are they lien holders on the case or creditors to get in line?
  Debtor/Plaintiff cannot afford to hire bk attorney and reopen, trustee won't abandon or reopen
  Plaintiff confusion - they no longer control the personal injury case; trustee is in the shoes of the debtor
  Ethical challenges - PI firm now represents the trustee but still has past and ongoing obligations to client
  
Probate -  -if the claimant who died is the person with the bankruptcy, the case goes through bankruptcy process first; 
  -if anything is left, it will go into the probate estate; 
  -if it is a wrongful death case - the product caused the death, it goes through probate and does not go through   
   bankruptcy process - the cause of action belongs to the estate, not the individual who died; creditors  
   at issue will file claims in the probate
  -if the family member running the case after someone dies is the person with bankruptcy, it goes through   
   probate first and it is up to the probate estate to ensure they do not distribute to the person in 
   bankruptcy
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